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Chapter VI

Text Mining in
Business Intelligence

Dan Sullivan, The Ballston Group, USA

ABSTRACT
As the demand for more effective Business Intelligence (BI) techniques
increases, BI practitioners find they must expand the scope of their data
to include unstructured text.  To exploit those information resources,
techniques such as text mining are essential.  This chapter describes three
fundamental techniques for text mining in business intelligence: term
extraction, information extraction, and link analysis.  Term extraction,
the most basic technique, identifies key terms and logical entities, such as
the names of organizations, locations, dates, and monetary amounts.
Information extraction builds on terms extracted from text to identify
basic relationships, such as the roles of different companies in a merger
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or the promotion of a chemical reaction by an enzyme.  Link analysis
combines multiple relationships to form multistep models of complex
processes such as metabolic pathways. The discussion of each technique
includes an outline of the basic steps involved, characteristics of
appropriate applications, and an overview of its limitations.

INTRODUCTION
Traditionally, business intelligence has focused on analyzing data gathered

from transaction processing systems, such as enterprise resource planning
(ERP), customer relationship management (CRM), sales force automation
(SFA), claims processing, and other structured data sources.  Structured data
sources implement well-defined, but relatively limited data models.  Relational
and object-oriented databases are commonly used to implement these models.
Somewhat less structured and more flexible are semi-structured data sources,
such as XML-based models.  Like structured data models, semi-structured
models have well-defined structures that are relatively limited in scope but
allow more flexibility with the range and ordering of data elements.  At the far
end of the data structure spectrum is unstructured data.  As the name implies,
there is no formal schema for such data.  Free-form text, audio, and video are
the most common forms of unstructured data.  (The term “unstructured” is
something of a misnomer when referring to text since language is highly
structured according to linguistic principles, but the term is widely used
nonetheless, and convention will be followed here.)  Unstructured data is
abundant in most organizations but to date has not been tapped as a source of
business intelligence.

Recent advances in computational linguistics as well as Web and enter-
prise search make the integration of unstructured data into a business intelli-
gence infrastructure feasible and effective.  Together, these advances are
broadly considered text mining, which is defined as analysis of natural language
text to extract key terms, entities, and relationships between those terms and
entities.  These extracted elements are used for several purposes, including:

• categorizing and classify documents;
• generating summaries of texts;
• providing data for visualization tools for navigating large text databases;

and
• mapping multistep relationships between series of entities.
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